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Abstract—Petri net modeling has well-known algorithms, so it
is easy to develop computer tools to build, edit, and analyse these
networks. These tools are designed to be able to add extensions
giving additional functionality, such as an extension for evaluation
networks.
Evaluation networks are not as popular as Petri Net modeling,
but they turns out that, in modeling of some of the problems, evaluation networks makes analysis of them very clear and intuitive.
Unfortunately there are no mathematical tools and computer
programmes for evaluation networks use. Fortunately, under
certain assumptions, an evaluation network can be converted
into a Petri net. This article presents an idea of how to convert
an existing Petri net computer programme to draw evaluation
nets and convert them into Petri nets in order to use existing
tools for Petri net analysis.
Evaluation nets are well suited for modeling negotiation
protocols between two parties represented by servers or software
agents. This article provides an example of such a protocol
presented in three versions: a sequence diagram UML, Petri net
and Evaluation nets.

I. I NTRODUCTION
ETRI net is one of the few languages for modeling
distributed systems. It was invented in the 1960s by the
German mathematician Carl Adam Petri, and described in his
doctoral dissertation [1]. Petri nets are used to model concurrent systems [2], the discrete [3] synchronisation process [4],
etc. They are used in computer science, and in other fields
such as biology, medicine and chemistry [5].
Modeling Petri nets may be performed by a number of
computer programmes, such as WoPeD [6], YASPER [7],
CPN Tools [8] or PIPE2 [9]. They allow for graphical editing,
interactive visualisation, and analysis of automatic Petri net.
A new areas of Petri net application arose, so various
extensions were created. As a result, there are coloured Petri
nets [10], timed Petri nets [11], stochastic Petri nets [12], etc.
Among these extensions are evaluation nets (E-Nets), the
first use of which was associated with an analysis of the
operation of information systems. E-Nets were invented by
Garry J. Nutt and Jerre D. Noe, and described in Nutt’s
dissertation [13]. E-Nets are very poorly distributed. Teaching
materials for the E-Nets are not widely available, and nor are
computer programms for it. Unfortunately, E-Nets were not
developed particularly dynamically for many years.
E-Nets are well-suited for modeling communication between systems [14]. However, the lack of programmes that
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Fig. 1. Petri net editor is extended to support elements of evaluation nets.
Then, when you call the analyser, evaluation nets will have been transformed
to Petri net and as such referred to the process analyser.

work with E-Nets makes use of them very difficult, and the
implementation of such programmes from scratch increases
the cost of the study.
The main motivations for writing an article on this theme
are:
1) Evaluation networks are useful for designing algorithms
for negotiations, such as between agents, servers, etc.,
yet their universal notation is very readable for humans.
2) The project of an algorithm may be verified by including
the performance simulation of the evaluation nets. But
there is no such network simulator.
3) Some elements of E-Nets can easily be presented in Petri
net, so existing Petri net simulators can be used.
Our concept uses an opportunity to convert E-Nets (some
restrictions were imposed) to Petri nets, and uses existing Petri
net analysers for analysis by a visual extension of an existing
Petri net editor, which draws evaluation nets on the screen and
sends the ready Petri net to the analyser (Fig. 1).
The terms E-Nets and evaluation nets usually are used
interchangeably, but for the record, in the rest of this article
the names will be applied differently. The term “E-Nets” will
be used for the original evaluation nets [15] and the variation
created for this concept will be referred to as “evaluation nets.”
The formalism of Petri Net were well described in [16]
i [17]. That concept is based on those descriptions of Petri
Net and it’s extensions (Table I).
II. E VALUATION NETS
An E-net is a connected set of locations over the set of
allowable transition schema. The formalism of original E-nets
was described in [18] and [15].
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In oryginal E-nets location may be connected with only
one input and one output transition. Location in E-Nets can
have no token (empty) or one token (full). For example in
F-TRANSITION (Fig. 6) firing is not possible when the c
location is full.
Since their creation, E-Nets have evolved. Some extensions
were presented in [19]. These extensions were used in [14].
A lot of E-Nets structures can be transformed to Petri nets
with coloured tokens [10] and an inhibitor arc [20] extension.
Token can have attributes. Attributes are in Resolution
procedure and transition procedure. If attributes determine ENets, then conversion to Petri nets may be impossible. Therefore, for the simulation, we have to use external procedures to
process the data in the token’s attributes and to decide about
the firing transition.
Unfortunately the usage of many external procedures in the
cases of resolution locations and transition procedures seems
to make the proposed model complex. The Petri net tools for
analysis are not able to solve or make easiest the usage and
the efficiency of proposed model. However, in some cases,
it’s enough to replace those procedures by simple conflict
structures.
If we want to create an automatic converter from E-Nets to
Petri nets, then we must impose additional restrictions on ENets. In this article we describe our variation of E-Nets. Some
extensions are graphical only and these improve readability,
but some extensions change the E-Net flow:
1) multi-connections between locations and transitions
were Enabled, but this may produce conflict structures
(similarly to with Petri nets),
2) if a conflict structure contains resolution locations then
the order of firing is determined by the execution of
these resolution procedures,
3) coloured token — a token with enumerated value (for
example: colour) as an attribute,
4) transition schema — may use token colour instead of 0
and 1 values (something like switch-cache transition),
5) resolution location — can return a coloured token, return
value cannot be determined from other tokens but can
be randomised,
6) outer request location — a special kind of resolution
location, represents request coming from outside the
evaluation net (indicated by a rectangle with a double
line),
7) transition with sender — transitions which are able to
send tokens (represented by a horizontal arrow labeled
with the corresponding message name), always after
firing.
All these differences between evaluation nets and Petri nets,
our extensions and transitions are described in Table I.
III. T RANSFORMING EVALUATION NETS INTO P ETRI NETS
In [18], there were described 5 primitives. Primitives are basic (trivial) constructions of evaluation nets (Fig. 6). All more
complex evaluation nets are built by joining and extending of
those primitives. E-Nets primitives may be replaced by their
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equivalents from Petri net (Fig. 7). Thus, we can acquire an
evaluation net converted into a Petri net.
All original E-Nets primitives from Fig. 6 can be transformed with inhibitor arcs, colour tokens and conflict structures determined by e.g. controlled transitions (Fig. 7). T-,
F- and J-TRANSITION may be transformed without any
extensions but additional places, transitions and tokens are
required.
Transformation of X- or Y-TRANSITION must be made by
a lot of additional elements because we must emulate complex
transition schema and all possible states of resolution location.
With coloured Petri nets the number of additional elements
may be reduced to 3 and 7 additional transitions for Xand Y-TRANSITION. Also added a lot of new connections.
(Table II).
Transformation of a triangular location is trivial (use standard connection). The transformation of transition with sender
is more difficult (Fig. 5).
Other transformation issues are described in Table I.
Following such transformation, Evaluation Nets can be
transformed to Petri net analysis (Fig. 1).
A. Example
It turns out that evaluation networks are well-suited for
modeling protocol negotiations between the two parties, such
as that shown in Fig. 2. This protocol is based on the CNP [26]
and is part of Complex Negotiations [27]. The specified
protocol defines two participants: initiator and participant. If
the initiator wants to start negotiations, it sends a message
to the participant CFP (call for proposal). If the participant
is interested in negotiations, the initiator receives the offer.
Otherwise, the initiator sends the message refuse to end the
negotiations as a failure. When Initiator is offered, decide
whether a) accept the offer (accept), thus ending the negotiations successfully, b) reject the offer and end the negotiations
a failure or c) rejects the offer but made a counteroffer and
waits for a response from the participant.
Thanks to evaluation networks it is possible to design a
computer system using the previously described negotiation
protocol. Fig. 4 shows an evaluation net divided into two
subnets, one belonging to the initiator, the second to the
participant. Subnets do not have direct connections with each
other (using arcs), but they exchange messages.
Initially, both participants are in a state of inactivity (Idle).
Then the initiator is ordered to enter into negotiations, and as
a result a token appears in l1 . This causes firing of a1 , which
in addition to placing a token in l4 sends a message called
CFP (call for proposal). Initiator goes to l4 (Wait) and waits
for a response Si from the participant. If the answer does not
appear within the required time, the wait can be interrupted
by a request l3 (Timer). This is support for an emergency
situation, which ends the Initiator net evaluation of the state
of l8 (fail).
In the meantime, the message CFP is received by l10
(located in the participant) which results in the appearance
of the token and firing of a5 . Then the participant’s evaluation
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TABLE I
T HE DIFFERENCES AND TRANSFORMATION METHOD BETWEEN EVALUATION NETS AND P ETRI NET
Petri net
equivalent

Evaluation
nets item

token

token

location connections

place
connections

token in location

token
place

in

Original E-Nets
limitations

Limitations of our
evaluation nets
variation

Original Petri net
limitations

Useful Petri net
variations

Transformation
When we use only
coloured attribute value
then we can use coloured
token. Otherwise we must
use object token.

simple token or attributed token

first attribute is reserved for colour

simple token

colored token [10],
object token [21]

connected to at least
one transition
no tokens (empty)
or one single token (full) or one attributed token (full)

similarly to Petri net

no limitations

-

No conflicts.

no tokens (empty)
or one coloured token (full) with other
attributes or not

no limitations of token count

inhibitor arcs [20],
capacities
of
places [22]

Use inhibitor
places.

may be use colour
value instead to 0
or 1, conflict resolving determined
by execution finish
of resolution procedure or randomise
function, transition
can be disabled

input places must
contains
one
or more token,
output
places
not
constrained
enabling rules

inhibitor arcs [20],
reset arcs [23],
capacities
of
places [22]

-

object token [21]

transition
schema

enabling
rules, firing
rules

schema values in
tuple: 0 or 1 or “e”
(only in right hand
side of a schema),
enabled transition
cannot be disabled,
it must fired (no
conflicts)

transition
procedure

-

-

not use

firing is not deterministic

for decision of
firing: Controlled
Petri nets [24],
Timed
Petri
nets [11], Stochastic
Petri nets [12],
Labeled
Petri
nets [25], etc.

resolution
location

conflict
structure

returns token (single
or attrubuted) or not

may return coloured
token,
return
value cannot be
dependent
from
previous
events,
returned value may
be
randomised
or coming from
outside
of
the
evaluation net

triangular location [15]

connection

two interlinked triangular locations replaces long unreadable connection

-

-

-

-

it is sender triangular location and
transition in one and
when it fired then
it sends coloured
token from corresponding input location

-

-

transition
with
sender [14]

connection

arcs

of

Can be emulated by additional transitions, inhibitor
arcs and loop connections
(connect place with transition and transition with
place). In output connections we can use capacities of places or inhibitor
arcs. Reset arc may be
used to reduce elements
and improve readability of
net.
We can use outer procedures but existing Petri
nets analysers may be unusable. However we can
use tools for object tokens [8].
Resolution location has
resolution procedure. Resolution procedure running
in enabling phase and result of it determine decision of firing. Automatic transformation to
Petri nets without using external procedures is
very difficult. For verifying the use cases we
can use Timed Petri nets.
For time benchmarking
we can use Stochastic
Petri nets.
It is only graphical notation. We can make extension for Petri net editor for
supporting invisible connection and corresponding
label.
Similarly to “triangular
location.”
This
item
has been introduced for
the improve readability
of
evaluation
nets.
Token was sent without
depending of transition
schema.
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Fig. 2. Negotiation protocol in sequence diagram.

Fig. 4. Negotiation protocol in evaluation nets (our variation). Si token can
have offer or refuse enumeration value. Si+1 token can have cancel, accept
and counter offer enumeration value. i := 1 and i := i + 2 have no effect
on the evaluation net flow.

Fig. 5. Equivalent of l4 , l5 , l7 , l8 , l12 , l13 , l16 , l17 , a3 and a6 from Fig. 4
in coloured Petri nets. Inhibitor arcs are skipped.

Fig. 3. Negotiation protocol in Petri net.

net goes to l12 (Wait) and expects him to make a decision (request l13 ). As a result of the decision, a coloured token appears
in l13 and the colour represents the offer (submission of
proposals initiator) or refuse (breaking off of negotiations).
The coloured token is processed by a6 , which decides whether
to proceed according to evaluation net state l15 (Wait) or l17
(fail). Then the token is placed in the message Si . The
participant is in state l15 and is expecting a message from the
initiator to be received by l14 . If the message does not appear

TABLE II
N UMBER OF OLD ELEMENTS / ADDITIONAL ELEMENTS BY CONVERTER
Primitive

Places

Transitions
Orig. Lab.

Connections
Orig.
Inh.

Colours

T-TR. Fig. 7 (a)

2/0

1/0

0

1/0

1

T-TR. Fig. 7 (b)

2/1

1/0

-

1/0

-

1/0
-

F-TRANSITION

3/0

1/0

0

3/0

2

1/0

J-TRANSITION

3/0

1/0

0

3/0

1

1/0

X-TRANSITION

4/0

1/1

2

4/6

4

1/1

T-TRANSITION

4/0

1/3

4

4/16

8

1/1

Switch: Fig. 5

8/0

2/2

2

8/12

-

2/0
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within a given time, the emergency procedure similar to that
associated with l3 will start in the initiator.
After receiving the message, initiator Si is processed by a3 ,
which acts in a similar way to a6 . If the message contains the
refuse attribute, the network is referred to the state of l8
(fail), but when the message contains the attribute offer,
the evaluation net goes into standby l7 to make a decision by
the initiator (decision will appear in the l6 ).
Next, the attributed token is processed by a4 and by a7 ,
which receives it through error Si+1 passed through a4 and l14 .
We have tried to show the same example in Figure 3 using
a controlled Petri net. This chart was prepared by hand. We
tried to maintain maximum readability and so have omitted
the emergency ‘time out’ in waiting for a message from the
other side. We also abandoned the isolated, separate subnet
Petri net for initiator and participant (such as in the evaluation
net) to increase the number of transitions and arcs.
However, we provided standby. Cost reduction readability
in this case was small because the whole Petri net is simple.
Attributed tokens and resolution locations could be replaced
with controlled transitions. In the former case, the initiator
and participant received from their evaluation nets a request
for attributed tokens. In this case, the initiator and participant
will request a specific, enabled fired controlled transition.
Thus, this example shows that the use of an evaluation net
instead of a Petri net makes sense visually. However, the lack
of tools for analysis means that the evaluation drawings of
the usefulness of the net are slightly larger than usual. This
condition can be adjusted by using the described concept,
which, however, entails the generation of a significant amount
of additional elements. Only a portion of the changes resulting
from the transformation in Fig. 5 is shown in Fig. 4.
IV. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 7. E-Nets primitives from Fig. 6 transformed to Petri nets with extension:
coloured, controlled and inhibitor arc. Additionally T-TRANSITION was
transformed in two versions: (a) Petri net with extensions and (b) original
Petri nets (b).

Evaluation nets are useful for some communication protocols e.g. the negotiation protocol from Fig. 2. However, they
are not so popular, and tools for making and analysing them do
not exist. Fortunately, evaluation nets with some restrictions
can be transformed into Petri net.
The Petri net has many tools including mathematical tools,
analysers and graphic editors. It is possible to extend the
existing editor to support evaluation nets, transform them into
Petri net and then use Petri net analysis tools.
Moreover, it is impossible to transform all things. The transition procedure and resolution procedure are programming
instructions that operate on the attributes of tokens.
For this reason, we must either abandon them and possibly
replace the resolution procedure function that returns a random
result, or take the code of these procedures outside the Petri
net and give them control over the firing transitions. In this
article, we focused on the first solution. In the future, we want
to focus on the other. There is a third solution, which is based
on Petri net generating source code [28]. Maybe then it would
be able to make a converter that is 100% compatible with the
evaluation nets.
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Another problem is that transformation adds a lot of new
elements. Additional elements may require some modifications
to analysers, but this exists only for the analyser and not for
the user. For example, without a special filter on the analyser
result, we saw our elements and new elements added by the
converter. Without a filter our elements may disappear among
the others.
Therefore, future work should focus on adjusting existing
analysers. There are plans to write an interpreter, that will be
able to perform net evaluation in a way similar to the BPEL
interpreter.
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